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1.0 Introduction

In late February 2012, AREVA provided each of the B&W-designed 177 fuel-assembly (FA)
plants with a 30-day 50.46 report of significant peak cladding temperature (PCT) changes for an
error and change in the Evaluation Model (EM) used for plant licensing. The utilities separately
reported these to the NRC in March 2012. The NRC has sent two requests for additional
information (RAls) to each utility regarding these letters in October and November 2012
(References [7-11]). The first RAI question requests additional details on the supporting LOCA
analyses addressing the two PCT changes. The second RAI question is for the licensees, and
it requests justification for not providing a schedule for reanalysis since each change was
classified as significant.

The purpose of this material is to provide detailed information related to the error correction and
the EM modeling change that the utilities can individually reference for their RAI responses to
the first RAI. The information contained in the response to the first RAI may be used in part by
the utilities for responding to the second RAI.

The generic NRC RAI response provided in this document does not contain any Proprietary
Information to be withheld from public disclosure in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR
2.390(a)(4).
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2.0 Background

A large break loss-of-coolant accident (LBLOCA) analysis sensitivity study with the BWNT
LOCA EM (BAW-10192P-A Rev. 0 Reference [1]) for the 205-FA Bellefonte (BLN) plant
completion restart efforts uncovered a mathematical error in the emergency core cooling system
(ECCS) bypass logic implemented via a control system that used trips and control variables to
compute a balance between the steam energy and the ECCS condensation potential energy.
The error resulted in an end of ECCS bypass time that was roughly 2 seconds sooner when the
control system was corrected. With the correction, the bottom of core recovery (BOCR) time
occurred earlier, so the calculated core refill period was shorter and core cooling during reflood
began earlier. As a result, lower PCTs were predicted for BLN. The ECCS bypass error was
identified in an AREVA Condition Report.

Shortly after the BLN ECCS bypass error was discovered, another 205-FA LOCA sensitivity
study was completed with a model that simulated the control rod housing support column
weldment over the hot channel. It was discovered that the core cooling during the second half
of the blowdown phase was worse when the hot bundle was located under a column weldment.
The adverse core cooling effects associated with the column weldment (CW) modeling were
identified in a separate AREVA Condition Report.

In evaluating the extent of condition for these two issues, similar errors and modeling choices
were found in the 177-FA plant LOCA analyses as well. Given that these two issues were being
evaluated at the same time, the ECCS bypass correction and the column weldment EM
deficiency were combined in the same 50.46 report that was provided to the B&W plant
licensees in February 2012. Separate assessments of each issue were performed via scoping
analyses to show the impacts on the calculated cladding temperatures. The scoping analyses
with the corrected ECCS bypass model showed that a generic PCT decrease of roughly 80 F
was conservative for use in all 177-FA plant analyses. When a generic column weldment was
modeled over the hot channel, the PCT increased by roughly the same magnitude that it had
decreased with the ECCS bypass error. When considered together generically, the two
individual significant PCT changes combined to produce roughly the same PCT from the original
analysis, which did not include either of the two corrections.

AREVA NP Inc.
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3.0 Response to NRC RAI

This section repeats the generically paraphrased NRC RAI and provides a generic response to

the question.

1. There are two changes to peak cladding temperature (PCT) for Large Break Loss-of-
Coolant Accident (LBLOCA) analysis discussed in the report submitted by the
licensee. The first change is an Evaluation Model (EM) application error in the
determination of the end of Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) bypass, which
resulted in an 80 F decrease in PCT The second change is an EM modeling
change to include the effects of the upper plenum column weldments, which resulted
in an 80 F increase in PCT.

Provide the analysis that lead to each change having an 80 degree change in
PCT.

Generic Response:

Two issues, incorrect end of ECCS bypass time determination and upper plenum column
weldment modeling, were identified from 205 Fuel Assembly (205-FA) B&W LBLOCA analyses
and these also impact the 177-FA B&W LOCA analyses. These issues were considered and
evaluated for the purpose of providing PCT estimates to support 50.46 reporting for the 177-FA
B&W plants.

A mathematical error was identified in the energy balance calculations with control variables
used to determine the complete end of ECCS bypass in LBLOCA applications. These
erroneous control variables were similar and common to all (205-FA and 177-FA) LBLOCA
ECCS bypass models, so the error was propagated to each LBLOCA model. All ECCS liquid in
the reactor vessel or inlet pipes injected during the ECCS bypass period of the blowdown phase
of a LBLOCA is subtracted from the reactor vessel calculated inventory to be in compliance with
10 CFR 50 Appendix K. The error in the control variables incorrectly calculated the complete
ECCS bypass time and liquid mass that should have remained in the vessel at the end of
blowdown.

For EM applications associated with B&W-designed reactors, BAW-10192P-A (Reference [1]),
"BWNT Loss-of-Coolant Accident Evaluation Model for Once-Through Steam Generator Plant",
defines both partial and complete end-of-bypass periods. The partial end-of-bypass is defined
as the time at which some portion of ECCS injected during the Core Flood Tank (CFT) or low
pressure injection (LPI) period reaches the lower plenum. The complete end of bypass is
achieved when all of the injected ECCS reaches the lower plenum prior to the beginning of the
REFLOD3B core reflood analysis.

The complete end-of-bypass time is defined by the earliest of the end-of-blowdown time or the
time at which the ECCS flows can condense all the steam flowing into the upper downcomer
region. A conservative condensation efficiency based on the Upper Plenum Test Facility
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(UPTF) results was used when the plant steam flows are within the UPTF test data range. The
total ECCS flow following this complete end-of-bypass period is integrated and added to the
partial end-of-bypass ECCS liquid to determine the quantity of liquid that should have reached
the lower plenum during the end-of-bypass period.

When the energy balance error was corrected, the end-of-bypass time was earlier and the
amount of ECCS fluid that is not bypassed increased. The ECCS bypass liquid added to the
lower plenum caused the time of BOCR to occur earlier. This timing shift decreases the
calculated PCT in all cases. The magnitude of the maximum cladding temperature decrease
was dependent on whether the cladding segment was unruptured or if it had ruptured.

Sensitivity studies were performed to consider the hot channel location relative to a CW
modeled in the upper plenum of the RELAP5 models. This study was performed in part due to
considerations of how variations in the fluid temperature in the Reactor Vessel Closure Head of
B&W plants could be higher than the hot leg temperature. The CWs are important in
determining the temperature of the fluid reaching the upper head since they physically allow a
portion of the flow exiting from the core channels underneath them to reach the upper head.
The CW structure limits mixing with flows exiting other fuel assembles, the flow exiting the guide
tubes of the other assemblies, and core baffle flows.

The LBLOCA RELAP5 model development for the Bellefonte plant incorporated the detailed
column weldments over top of the hot bundle. Bellefonte is a B&W-designed 205 Fuel
Assembly Raised Loop plant and sensitivity studies confirmed that PCTs were higher when a
CW is located over the hot bundle. Since these 205-FA plant CW results are not directly
applicable to the 177-FA plants, some 177-FA scoping cases were performed. These studies
suggested that the results could be worse and that additional evaluation was required.
Additional analyses were performed and this document provides details of the analyses used to
develop the PCT impact of the column weldments for the 177-FA plants combined with the
ECCS bypass error correction to support 50.46 reporting.

Analytical Modelingq Details

LBLOCA analyses are performed in accordance with the NRC approved RELAP5-based EM
contained in Reference [1], as amended by any NRC-approved code topical revisions, 10 CFR
50.46 changes made associated with preliminary safety concern (PSC) resolutions, and method
changes based on the NRC approved M5 cladding topical report (Reference [6]). The LBLOCA
methodology makes use of four computer codes as discussed in the EM (Reference [1]), which
are interconnected as depicted in Figure 4-1 of the EM (Volume I). The RELAP5/MOD2-B&W
code (Reference [2]) calculates the system thermal hydraulics and cladding temperature
response, including the hot assembly and the hot pin during blowdown. The thermal hydraulic
transient calculations are continued within the REFLOD3B code (Reference [3]) to determine
refill time and core reflooding rates. The BEACH code (Reference [4]) determines the cladding
temperature response during the refill and reflood phases of the transient. The CONTEMPT
code (Reference [5]) calculates the containment pressure response with time and requires mass
and energy release input from both RELAP5 and REFLOD3B codes. The containment pressure
response is primarily determined by the mass and energy releases during the transient and
these were effectively unchanged so new minimum containment pressure responses were not
needed for the ECCS bypass and CW modeling changes.

AREVA NP Inc.
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177-FA LL Plant ECCS Bypass Error Analyses

The effects of the ECCS bypass error were evaluated by performing a specific 2.506-ft peak
power location beginning-of-life (BOL) RELAP5 blowdown analysis with corrected bypass
control variables for a 177-FA plant. The ECCS bypass did not change the fuel pin heat
removal in RELAP5 blowdown analysis but it does change the inputs to REFLOD3B and it
reduced the end of ECCS bypass time by roughly 2 seconds.

The previous REFLOD3B case was reanalyzed with this earlier end of bypass and it shortened
adiabatic heatup period by 1.85 seconds. The BOCR timing and the new flooding rate from this
case was provided as a boundary condition to a new BEACH analysis. This analysis predicted
the limiting PCT decreased by 90.3 F for the ruptured node. The peak unruptured segment
decreased by 45.4 F. This PCT difference is consistent with typical observations in which the
inside metal-water reaction produces a 2 to 1 APCT variation between ruptured and unruptured
segments, respectively. Given that each plant should have similar earlier end of bypass timing,
it was concluded that the calculated results for this 177-FA plant case could be applied to each
plant and each axial power elevation peak. Based on this execution of a RELAP5, REFLOD3B,
and BEACH case, a slightly conservative PCT reduction of 80 F for ruptured segments and 40 F
for unruptured segments was assigned generically to all plant LBLOCA analyses.

Since the ECCS bypass model is not used in EM small break LOCA (SBLOCA) applications,
there is no impact to any SBLOCA analysis results.

177-FA LL Plant Column Weldment Model Change Analyses

Since the details of the column weldments for the 177-FA plants were not readily available
without several months of model development and changes, a simplified approach was
developed to expedite the evaluations. The simplified approach used the column weldment
model that was developed for the 205-FA BLN plant and incorporated it over the hot channel
(HC) for a generic 177-FA plant evaluation. Although not formally documented, this simplified
approach was tested on the original 205-FA model to confirm it would provide estimated results
that was representative of a detailed CW model. This test confirmed that a simple CW added
over the HC could be used to provide inputs to a 50.46 evaluation. This simplified model was
justified as reasonable to determine CW modeling impacts on the transient progression and
ultimately the overall estimated PCT.

The modeling of the CW over the HC in a 177-FA plant in the RELAP5 blowdown analysis
resulted in a -40 F (calculated 35.6 F) increase in the end-of-blowdown (EOB) fuel temperature.
The fuel temperature increase observed at EOB is generally maintained throughout the refill
period because the fuel heats up nearly adiabatically during this phase. The actual fuel
temperature increase at BOCR was calculated to be 30.2 F for the plant specific case analyzed.

The generic estimate of a 40 F increase in fuel temperature at the time of BOCR generally leads
to a doubling of the ruptured cladding segment temperature increase driven by the fuel-to-clad
heat transfer during the adiabatic heatup period and the additional metal water reaction energy
deposited directly into the cladding. Therefore, the generic ruptured-limited cladding segments
should experience a PCT increase of 80 F, estimated based on a 40 F increase in EOB fuel
temperature. The unruptured segment cladding PCT will increase in proportion to the EOB fuel
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temperature, so it was estimated to increase by roughly 40 F. The actual BEACH calculation
predicted a 26.2 F increase in rupture-segment PCT due to a favorable shift of rupture time into
the blowdown phase. The BEACH calculation predicted an 11.5 F increase in the unruptured
segment PCT. While these RELAP5 and BEACH cases predicted smaller increases than was
estimated, a favorable rupture time is not assured in all cases, so the generic estimate is
conservative. This penalty was assigned to all plants generically.

The detailed CW modeling used for LBLOCA influenced the fuel pin temperatures after the flow
direction reversed (flow from top to bottom of the core). The SBLOCA break size is smaller and
the net core flows remain upward during the transient. Given the flow is upward for SBLOCA
applications and there is a slower progression during the SBLOCA transient, column weldments
are not expected to affect the SBLOCA fuel temperature response. Therefore, including column
weldments in the SBLOCA model was judged to be unnecessary as it will not affect the limiting
SBLOCA PCT.

177-FA LL Plant Combined ECCS Bypass and Column Weldment PCT Chanqes

The changes in the lowered loop calculated PCTs were considered independently and they
were also combined and extended to all 177-FA plant types and fuel designs. While EM-type
calculations with RELAP5, REFLOD3B, and BEACH were performed for only one plant design
and axial power peak, the changes observed were considered and it was deemed that they
were directly applicable to or conservative for all plants and axial peaking locations.

Some key comparison plots were generated for the 177-FA LL plants in Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Each figure shows the results for three cases:

1) The base model with the ECCS bypass error and no CWs,
2) The corrected ECCS bypass result (no separate CWs modeled), and
3) The corrected ECCS bypass with CWs.

Figure 1 provides the fuel volume-average temperature for the limiting PCT location, while
Figure 2 shows the ruptured cladding temperatures at the limiting PCT location for the entire
LBLOCA transient. In these analyses, the reduction in fuel temperature and PCT from the
ECCS bypass correction begins around 28 seconds (time of BOCR) versus the base case. The
ECCS bypass case fuel and cladding temperatures are lowest near the PCT time. The ECCS
bypass and CW case (3) is in between the base case (1) and the ECCS bypass case (2).

The cladding temperatures from the PCT location are shown in Figure 3 for the blowdown and
early reflood period. In this plot, the base case and the ECCS bypass case have identical
cladding temperatures. The CW study shows that the temperatures remained similar during the
first 7 seconds, which is during the core up flow period. Some larger temperature differences
are observed in around 7 and then again at 13 seconds. These temperature changes are
associated with variations in core flow near the time when the core flow reverses or during the
reverse flow period shortly after the CFT flow and its condensation begins. Figure 4 provides
the HC hot spot flow for the blowdown and early reflood period to confirm the cladding
temperature changes are associated with the core flow variations.

AREVA NP Inc.
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When both changes were considered together to define an overall generic PCT change,
variations in allowed linear heat rate (LHR) limits were included in the assessments to ensure all
plants were covered in the evaluations. The generic analysis that was performed used the
Mark-B-HTP fuel with a linear heat rate of 17.8 kW/ft. The fuel heat up rate for Mark-B-HTP fuel
with a linear heat rate of 17.8 kW/ft is roughly 21.7 F/s during the refill period from the base
case. With a 1.85 second shorter refill period, the fuel temperature will decrease by
approximately 40 F (21.7 F/s x 1.85 s) due to the ECCS bypass error correction. If the LHR limit
was 15.8 kW/ft, the approximate decrease in fuel temperature is estimated to be 35.6 F (21.7
F/s x 15.8 kW/ft x 1.85 s / 17.8 kW/ft). This 35.6 F decrease calculated in fuel temperature from
the ECCS bypass change is equivalent to the analyzed fuel temperature increase for the CW
cases. Therefore, for U0 2 LHR limits between 15.8 and 17.8 kW/ft that produce limiting PCTs,
the reduction in the ECCS bypass covers the fuel temperature increase observed with the CW.
All of the peak LHR limits used to calculate the limiting PCTs for all B&W-designed plants fall
within this LHR range.

If the combination of ECCS bypass with a CW over the HC does not change the fuel
temperature at BOCR, then the estimated PCT will effectively be unchanged. This BOCR fuel
temperature evaluation concludes that the LBLOCA PCT change is near zero at the LHR limits
used for the PCT limited cases on a B&W-designed plant.

Supplemental Assessments

Following receipt of the NRC RAIs on the ECCS bypass and column weldment changes,
AREVA reviewed the previous assessments based on the core inlet power peaking cases for a
lowered-loop plant. AREVA confirmed that the conclusions drawn appeared to be valid given
the conservative nature of the generic estimates based on the analyses performed; however,
there were questions regarding extension of the core inlet peak analysis results to the core exit
or possibly for the 177-FA raised-loop (RL) plant. To address the questions, a series of EM-
type analyses for the core exit power peak analysis was performed for the raised-loop plant to
defend the validity of the core inlet peak for all other power peak locations and plants.

177-FA RL Plant ECCS Bypass Error Analyses

The effects of the ECCS bypass error were evaluated by performing a specific core exit 9.536-ft
peak power location at BOL. The RELAP5 blowdown analysis used corrected bypass control
variables for a 177-FA RL plant. The ECCS bypass did not change the fuel pin heat removal in
RELAP5 blowdown analysis but, as it did for the 177-FA LL analyses, it did change the inputs to
REFLOD3B and it reduced the end of bypass time by roughly 2 seconds.

The previous REFLOD3B case was reanalyzed with this earlier end of bypass and it shortened
adiabatic heatup period by 1.9 seconds. The BOCR timing and the new flooding rate from this
case was provided as a boundary condition to a new BEACH analysis that predicted the limiting
PCT, which was for the unruptured node, decreased by 51.7 F. The peak ruptured segment
temperature, which was not limiting, decreased by 96.7 F. This LBLOCA PCT reduction is
slightly larger than that observed for the 177-FA LL plant core inlet peaking, and it confirms that
the previous generic reductions were reasonable to conservative for the core exit power peaks
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and the raised-loop plant. These conclusions are based on this execution of RELAP5,
REFLOD3B, and BEACH cases.

177-FA RL Plant Column Weldment Model Chanqe Analyses

Since the details of the column weldments for the 177-FA plants were not readily available when
the CWs were first assessed for the condition report, a simplified approach was applied using
the 205-FA BLN plant CW over the HC for the 177-FA plant evaluations. Additional details of
177-FA CWs have been developed and they were used to confirm the simplified 205-FA CW
approach was appropriate. Two 177-RL cases showed that the 205-FA CW EOB peak fuel
temperature was 3 F lower than the 177-FA CW model EOB peak fuel temperature. This
comparison shows that there was little difference, but the difference observed for the 177-FA to
205-FA CW differences was amply covered by the PCT conservatism applied to the generic
PCT penalty.

The modeling of the CW over the HC in a 177-FA RL plant resulted in a lower EOB peak fuel
temperature prediction by RELAP5, but the location of the peak fuel temperature also changed.
However, the unruptured segment PCT increased by 8.9 F for the plant specific RL BEACH
calculation. The generic CW estimate of a 40 F increase in the unruptured PCT is confirmed by
the analysis to be bounding and this result is consistent with the previous results based on the
177-FA LL core inlet peak evaluations. These RELAP5 and BEACH cases predicted smaller
increases than was estimated for the unruptured PCT, so the generic penalty remains bounding.
The non-limiting ruptured segment cladding temperature decreased for this analyzed case over
the previous cases. A favorable shift in the timing of lock-in to film boiling and its influence on
the cladding rupture conditions and timing confirmed that the generic estimate of an 80 F
increase was bounding.

177-FA RL Plant Combined ECCS Bypass and Column Weldment PCT Chancqes

The changes in the lowered loop calculated PCTs were considered independently and they
were also combined and extended to all 177-FA plant types and fuel designs. While EM-type
calculations with RELAP5, REFLOD3B, and BEACH were performed for only one plant design
and axial power peak, additional work has been completed to show the changes assessed were
applicable to or conservative for all plants and axial peaking locations.

Some key comparison plots were generated for the 177-FA RL plants in Figures 5, 6, and 7.
Each figure shows the results for three cases:

1) The base model with the ECCS bypass error and no CWs,
2) The corrected ECCS bypass result (no separate CWs modeled), and
3) The corrected ECCS bypass with CWs.

Figure 5 provides the fuel volume-average temperature for the limiting PCT location, while
Figure 6 shows the unruptured cladding temperatures at the limiting PCT location for the entire
LBLOCA transient. In these analyses, the reduction in fuel temperature and PCT from the
ECCS bypass correction begins around 28 seconds (time of BOCR) versus the base case. The
ECCS bypass case fuel and cladding temperatures are lowest near the PCT time. As with the
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177-FA LL plants, the ECCS bypass and CW case (3) is in between the base case (1) and the
ECCS bypass case (3).

The cladding temperatures from the PCT location are shown in Figure 7 for the blowdown and
early reflood period. In this plot, the base case and the ECCS bypass case have identical
cladding temperatures, but the CW shows some small differences around 2 seconds associated
with a short term flow reversal at that time.
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Figure 1. 177-FA LL 2.506-ft BOL LBLOCA RELAP5 Analysis,
Comparison of HP Fuel Temperatures (PCT Node 6)
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Figure 2. 177-FA LL 2.506-ft BOL LBLOCA RELAP5 Analysis,
Comparison of HP Clad Temperatures (PCT Node 6)
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Figure 3. 177-FA LL 2.506-ft BOL LBLOCA RELAP5 Analysis,
Comparison of HP Clad Temperatures (PCT Node 6)
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Figure 4. 177-FA LL 2.506-ft BOL LBLOCA RELAP5 Analysis,
Comparison of HC Flow Rate (Exit of PCT Node 6)
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Figure 5. 177-FA RL 9.536-ft BOL LBLOCA RELAP5 Analysis,
Comparison of HP Fuel Temperatures (PCT Node 16)
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Figure 6. 177-FA RL 9.536-ft BOL LBLOCA RELAP5 Analysis,
Comparison of HP Clad Temperatures (PCT Node 16)
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I
I

Figure 7. 177-FA RL 9.536-ft BOL LBLOCA RELAP5 Analysis,
Comparison of HP Clad Temperatures (PCT Node 16)
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4.0 Summary

Multiple sets of EM-based analyses were performed to compute the LBLOCA PCT changes for
the ECCS bypass error and the column weldment modeling change for two different plant types,
along with consideration for axial peaking at the top and bottom of the core. The analyses were
performed with simplified column weldment models to generate bounding estimated PCT
changes. These analyses and engineering evaluations assigned, and subsequently confirmed,
generic PCT changes for all cases and plant types based on these two sets of studies. This
information is provided in response to the Requests for Additional Information by the NRC
transmitted in October and November 2012 References ([7], [8], [9], [10], and [11]). Analyses
were performed and a cumulative generic PCT change of 0 F was assigned based on analyses
and generic PCT assessments. While the net estimated change of 0 F is conservative versus
the net reduction in PCT that was predicted by the documented studies in this RAI response, a
conservative generic estimate is used to cover the LBLOCA results for all plants and axial
peaking variations that were not analyzed.

Since there is no estimated change in PCT or time at elevated cladding temperatures, there is
also no net change in the local oxidation or whole core hydrogen generation rates. The
engineering judgment conservatively assigned a -80 F (ECCS bypass) / +80 F (CW) ruptured
node temperature change and a -40 F (ECCS bypass) / +40 F (CW) unruptured node
temperature change based on analyses. Given that analyses were performed, and these cases
show that the actual PCTs are applicable to but lower than the previously analyzed values, no
new LBLOCA cases are deemed necessary to show compliance to 10 CFR 50.46 at this time.
However, the correction of the ECCS bypass error and modeling of the column weldments will
be incorporated into the LBLOCA model for application in future analyses.

The SBLOCA model results were also reviewed considering these two changes. Since the
ECCS bypass is not used for SBLOCA, it does not impact the SBLOCA results. An evaluation
of CW model impact was performed for SBLOCA and it was concluded that these analyses are
unaffected by the CW modeling as the net flow remains upward for these slower evolving
transients. Nonetheless, for consistency with the LBLOCA model, the CW model will be
included in future SBLOCA analyses.
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